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,' COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING FLOW DISTRIBUTION
IN A RADIAL-INFLOW TURBINE
by Theodore Kstsanis
SUMMARY
A FORTRAN computer program for flow analysis of a radial inflow gas
turbine is given. The program obtains a meridional solution on the mean
surface between the blades, followed by solutions on hab, mean, and shroud
blade-to-blade surfaces, in-a single computer run. Suggestions for modify-!
•ing the program for use with other types of turbomachines are given. Tech-
niqt._s for overcoming convergence problems are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
A method of flcw analysis for any turbomachine is summarized in refer-
ence l, with the details being presented in references 2 and 5, Reference 2
gives the method applied to the meridional plane. Reference 3 gives the
method for Gotaining a blade-to-blade solution, using information obtained
from the meridional plane solution. _le FORTRAN program for each solution
as applied to a radial inflow gas turbine is given in the appropriate ref- t
erence.
As stated in reference 3, a FORTRAN program has been written which com-
bines both programs. The combined program obtains first the meridional
%7
solution, followed by three blade-to-blade solutions (hub, mean, and shroud),
in a single computer run. Either the meridional solution or blade-to-bla_e _
solution may be obtained separately, y
This report presents this FORTRAN program, with sample output for the _
example rotor of reference I. Also suggestions are given for modifying the :_
program-for other types of turbomachines, and for overcoming convergence _,problems which may be encountered. _
PROGRAM VARI._BLES j :_,.
The variable names used in the combined program are the same as listed
in reference 2 and 5 with the addition of the following variables. , /._,,,__
THH(1) e coordinate of mean blade surface at Ith quasi-orthogonal _ ,)_
along hub ,, ,_,,_
THM(I) e coordlnste of mean blade surface at Ith quasl-orthogonal
along mean streamline
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THHI(I) e coordinate of suction surface of complete blade at Ith
quasi-orthogonal along hub
= THMI(I) e coordinate of suction surface of complete blade st Ith
, quasi-orthongonal along mean blade-to-blade stream surface
i THSI(1) e coordinate of suction surface of complete blade at Ith
I quasi-orthogonal along shroudTHHKH(I) e coordinate of pressure surface of splitter blade at Ith -
, _ quasi-orthogonal alon_ _ub
_,- ! THMKH(I.) e coordinate of press,ure surface of splitter blade at ith
.... i quasi-orthogonal along mean blade-to-blade stream surface
i THSK_"I) e coordinate of pressure surface of splitter blade at Ith
-i
'.I quasi-orthogonal along shroud
THHKP(1) e coordinate of suction surf_ace of splitter blade a% _th
quasi-orthogonal along hub
TH_EP(I) e coordinate of suction surface of .splitter blade at Ith -i
_ quasi-orthogonal along mean blade-to-blade stream surface .
_,_ o THSKP(!) e coordinate of suction surface of splitter blade at Ith __
_. quasi-orthogonal along shroud
_-- THHKMX(,I) e coordinate ofpressure surface Of complete blade at Ith ,.'_-,
,v quas_-orthogonal along hub ,__
,ti_, !, THe(I) e coordinate of pressure surface of complete blade at Ith
_ _ qua_i-orthogonal along mean blade-to-blade stream surface
_o_,".i THSKMX(1) _e coordinate of pressure surface of complete blade at Ith
_ " quasi-orthogonal along shroud
4'_ MODIFICATIONS REQUIRED FOR-OTHER APPLICtTIONS "'
,_ _ The program as written can be used for a radial inflow gas turbine.
_ _ It should be emphasized that the listing of the combined program is being '
published as a,guide to the technique used in programming the quasi-
,,_a- | ........... ........
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orthogonal method of f_,_ analysis. If it is desired to obtain a program
for analysing any type of turbomachine other than a radial inflow gas tur-
bine, several modifications as indicated below#will have to be made to the
program. This will require a reasonable understanding of +.heprogram _nd _
the equations involved. With this umderstanding, the required modifications
can be easily made. Modifications which are necessary for some particular
cases are listed below:
(1) Changes required for a compressor are:
(a) _otation of coordinates for use in calculating spline fi_
curve for the meridional streamlines. It is assumed that the inlet
is to the left with the positive direction to the right, and that
the quasi-orthogonals are numbered starting with i at the inlet.
The coordinates for the streamlines must be rotated 45° in the di-
_I rection opposite to that in the present program. The modifications
needed are to statements for calculating AB(1) and AC(1) near state- _
merits 160 and 590, and for calculating AL(I,K) four statements after
statement 160.
(b) The sign of CEF as calculated just before statement 150 must S_be reversed.
(2) C?_anges required for a _mp or liquid turbine. '
Statements involving temperature or density must be modified _
to eliminate temperature, and to allow for constant density. " •-"
, !
(3) Changes required for axial flow machine_. _ _
Statements for rotating streamline coordinates for use in calculat- _ _..
ing the spline fit curve for the meridional streamlines should be -"
modified to eliminate this rotation. The statements involved are ,.
the same as those mentioned unde_ la above. _4
CONVERGENC_E
It may be found that with some geometries there is a convergence prob-
lem. This is helped by using as few and as evenly spaced quasi-orthogonals %;_'_it!%_._,
as possible, consistent with a reasonable accuracy. The number of stream- ; _i_i_'
lines used does not appreciably affect the nu_.ber of iterations. Of course, _
it does affect the computer time required per iteration. Another factor _ i,_
which helps convergence is to reduce the streamline correction factor, CORFAC, •_
(see ref. (2), p. 25 and fig. 5). Of course, this reduces the rate of con- ,_-_.
vergence, but may result in convergence when a solution could not be obtained :-._;
otherwi se. _ii_
However, in some cases when the initial streamline estimate is poor it •,iii_
may be necessary to make the streamline correction factor, CORFAC, so small _..;,._,,_.
that the convergence rate is too slow. One way of improving the initiaI
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streamline estimate is to use a large streamline correction for the first
i_ration, say_CORFAC = 1. This will bring the streamlines fairly close to
the correct position, but will result in rather uneven streamlines. If the
streamlines are then smoothed sufficiently_ the convergence will be generally
much better than when _orking from the original position. It has not been
found helpful to mahe this large streamline correction more than once. There
are several m_thematical techniques for smoothing (ref. 4).
Another problem that may be encountered with compressible fluids i.sthat
calculations may indicate choking weight flow less than the desired weight
flow in the early interations. This usually leads to a pr.oblem in conver-
, genee. However, this may be overcome by obtaining a solution based on a)
i slightly lower,weight flow, followed by a solution based on the desired weight
, i _ flow. Possibly more t_n one increment ofweight flow increase will be re-
quired to increase the flow up to the desired weight, or perhaps the desired

















COqWl_l SRWtXMX _X_WTtXN,$AMtAR+TYPE,BC3P,TENP_ALM,RHO, TOLERy ++oD
O_ | PLOSStqP_T_ITER],=IETINtWTOLERtT'IHItT_HKHtTHHKP_THHKMXtTHM[_ :
2 THMKHv':'HWIKP_THWKHXtTHSI,THSKH:"ISKP_T_fSKNX,Z w_, ,APJtACtADt
I 3 RUN3_ q3'BL t P IO_ ,Wt3ETA[ , WTRtCURV
DIME-_SI3_I AL(2I,Z1),BETA(2I,ZIt,CAL(ZI,ZI!,CBFTAIZIeZlt,
ICURV[ 21, 22 I,DN( 2I_2I),PR_(2t ,21; _R(2] ,21} ,ZIZl,ZlI,SM(ZI,21I,
i_ 2SA( 21,21 ), SB121,21 t, $3 ( 21 _21"_, SO121,21 t ,SAL(2I ,2I ), SBErA! 2l, 2[ _,- =ZTN(21,211, TT(?t,21) ,We (21,21) tWTRI21 ,.'l) ':
-_| DIRE'_IO_ _B(22),A_(221tAD(Z21,RA(21),DELBTA(ZII,DRDNI21),
IDTDR(21) .._TDZ(21) t _WMDM(21) ,DWTOM(Z ] t ,R4(211 ,RS (21I t7H(2_ |,ZS( 21 |t
- 2THTA(2LI,WT; L(21),XR(211 _XT(21) ,XZ(2II.,BETAI()) ,AA(3I
DIME_iSI3_I THH(2I),THM(ZIItTHS(21),THHI (21t eTHHKH(21)tTHHKP(21)t
- 1 THHK_tX(2II,THqI(21t,THqK.W_21I,THMKP(21) tT_tMKMX(2_)_THSI(211t
- 2 THS(HIglI,THSKPIZII,THSKMX(211 :' :
INTEGER RUNO,TYPE,8_Z)P,SRWeHUB,SWROUD _,
tg RU_O = 0 J
_ 110 READ ( 5, IO[OlMX_ KHXt MR, MZ tWtWT _XN _(_ANtAR
ITNL_ = I 'i
1= RIINO=RU_I3 • l C
WRITE |6_11020| RUN_ _.
WRITE (6_IOIOIMX,KM_ ,MRtMZtW,WT,XN,GAM_AR ''+
1 READ (5_IOIOITYPE,3_']P,SRW_MXBL_TEqPtALM,RHD_TOLER,PLDSS,W_OLER _+._I WRITEIE, IOIOITYPF,_DP,SRW+MXBL,TEMP_ALM_RHOtTDLERtPLD_SeklTOLER - "_-_
= READ (5,1010),_THT&_PRTtITER_NULL_SFACT,ZSPLIT._BETIN,CDRFAC "++:
-i WR.I'TE( 6+ loiO I._tnta,_lpm T, z TER,NULL,SFACT,zSPLI r,metI N,CORFAC +.' °'+i+
• ITErI = lTE_ ",_'+_
,_ READ( 5, 1030) (ZS_ I ),I =lyNX| _ _.:_+'+
m WRI rE! 6, 10301 (ZS( I ), I =1 ,MXI -.._-.
REAFI( 5, 10301(ZH11 I,I=ItMX)
WRITF_ 6, 1030 1(ZH( I l,I =I,MXI
READ(5,1030) (RS( I),I=11,MX|
WRITE(6tIO30)IRSII |,l=l,MX) _-"
RFADI 5, 1030) ( _11( I ), l=I,_4X| _' ,L,'





' 11F(TYPE._IE,,)t GO TO 40 .'°_.
WAIItI} = WTIRH31(ZSII)'Z4(I)II_.11_tI(RS(II +RHIII) ".,:II_
O_3 30 I=I,MX "1'+++"+:/:.-;+p+
DNIItK_IXI=SORT(( IS( I )-_H(I) I*_,2*(RSIII-R'I(111114,2) _ .. +_'!++._,_:,..,+
oo,o+,,,,, + ,;y+*+.ON( It K 1=FLOAT(K- 11/FLOATIKMX-1 | _DN(I tKMXI +_,_,__WA( I,KI=WA( I, l_
Z( I,K |-DN( IrK I/DN( ItKHXI_'IZSII )-Zq(I) I_ZHII) , ,+".,.+_+;+_i....
............... - ...... u








-_ 6: _;q(I_K It l)..
E= TT( I_K)_12.
,_ (;:BETA( |,K |_ 57.29_77
£
• , a tI/RITF (6tin c)n) A,CU_V(I_K)t_tGtF_ SAIf_",t_B(I_K! SC(ItK),SO(I,K!
i 230 COqTI_IUE
C
C E_ OF LO'3P -- CPARAqETE_ C4L_U|ATION
; C CALCULATE BLADE SUb,FACE VELO:ITIES (_=rER CONVERGEHCE)
C




; 110 2*cO l=ltqX
260 AB(|)=(R(T,K)4'M_M&fI,K)_SRETA||,K)|t(6.__8318S_R|[eK)/ A-TT(I,K))
CALL SPLI_IF (Sq(1,K) tA3tM_t)RON,AC)
,-: IF (SFACT.LF. 1.0) GO TO 265
.... -I A = SF3CT_Xql
..... IX) Z6_ I:X_14X
_:- _ 2¢a6 AiYIIIsIRII,_.)_W4-WAII.eK|tSBETAII_KI)_I6.28_IIBSeRI|,K|I A-TTfI•K))
.": -; " CALL SPLIqE ISMII_KI._RXtAO yAC_
-: " BETAD = RETA(ItK|-3ELBTAII)I2-.
"_" _ - _ BETAT : BE1AO_ELBT&I[)
,{._. _ COS.qD = COSIP, ETADI
I
_p_.:-/ .* COSBT = COS(BET&T)
_: IFIZII_KI.LT.ZSPLITI OP.OH(I) = AOII)
_': - _ MTR ( l, K ) :CP SB D_C ] SBT/( CO Sf104-C I'ISBT | 4, ( 2. d,WA( l, K) I C_$ BO_-R I I • K ) 4,d_
:--_- ' 1( BETAD-B ETAT )/CBE_'A ! l, K I*_ 2.e.ORD N( I ) |
:_=:--*'C_ 250 CONT lMIJf
C END OF 6LADF SU,iFA_E VELOCITY CALCULATIONS
_- C S,_,_RT CALCUL/',TIfIN 3F WEIGHT FLOW VS. )I.(;TANCE FROM HUB
_-+.... 260 DO 370 l::-l_lX
_+-" ( -"" |MOil
:;'-_" . ! IX} 270 KeIsKHX
+! zt-oAC(K)-o,,!
_--. GO TO 290
_. :-- 280 MAII_II=.SII#A(I,I)
290..D0 300 g=2tgqxJ,,g-I
_'+_:_--.... 'i- "+ HR=P.I leK )-R([,J)
:_.¢:. -. j HZ=/II_,KI-Z(I, J]
_+_:++ + IAAS:HA( i t J)*( Io ,`J IIHR_SC(I •JI*NZ)+SB( I eJ) _HR_'SD([, J) #HZ
_( -' j ;4ASS=klA(I,JI+MAS*(S_,(ItKI*HR'I'S:II•Ie.I*;tZII'SBIItK)*HR'I'SOI[_KItH;
_' [_-_.:- _.., 300 MAt IeKI=:HAS,I-HASS)/2.
310-DO .,'160 K:IyKNX
';;_'E,_:_.",.i> TiP= I.-IMAI I•KI=tZ_Z.tkN, ALR-(N*RI| _KI )**ZII_).ICP/TEMP
_!_-_i IFITlk.LT.,,-0) G3 T3 280
--::_P_, i TPP lP=, [ ,- ( 2.I, I4_ALM- |HeR II _ K) ):¢'2l 12, ICPIT EMP
DE._TY=T IP **E_XP3N_RH3 - I T] PITPP11 P) t_EXPONSPLOSSIAR/TPP_P/TEMP
::._ 1 _32.17_$_(l•KIISMINX_LeK)
..: +" ++ PR._I leK; _-')E'_STY*AR*TlPtTEMP/32, 1171166.
:_:_+:*+ _ " IF(ZSI,').LE.ZH(|)) _o. tn _._0









340 AD(K ) =OENSTYtWTHRU'_C
CALL INTGRL(AC { ] ), AO(1) _KMXt NTFL(I) )
IF |ABS(WT-WTFL(KM" )).Lff.WTOLER) G3 TO 350
CALL CDNT[N (We(Itl),_4TFL(KHXI_INO,IeWT]
co
c_ IF (IND.NE.6) G3 TO 2q(1
_" 350 CALL SPLINT (HTFLtA'.,.tKHXeBAeKMXtAB|
I DO 360 K=leKqX
I)ELTA=4/tS(AB(K)-DN(!_K) I




C END OF LOOP - WEIGHT FLOW CALCULATION




Z( It KI:DN( IrK |/DN(I tKHXI*(/.S|I )-Z_I| I) )+ZH(I )
380 R(I_K_=DN(I_K)/DN(I_KqX)*(RSII)-RH|III+RH(I)
IF(IERR3R,GF.E_3RII._R.(ERROR.LE.TOLER!) ITER=ITER-I





AB( I )=( Z( I,< )-R (I,K) )/ROOT :-
390 ACI I I=IZ ( I,K 1_ (I,K) IlROOT
CALL SPLIME (AB,AC,t4X,&D_URVIItK))
011 400 I=l,qX - _-
CURV| IrK )=CURV( I,K )/( I.+AD(I | *'21 '_*I. 5 ',_
A=DN( It<ltI2 ....
B= Z(I,K)*IZ " _-
D= R( I,'_ )*12. :_.
4'I0 WRITE (6_1110) A,8,1)vWAKI_KI,'PRS(ItK)tWTRfItK),CURV(I.K| ..,_"
WRITE (6, II_O) -'_._"
410 A=FRRqRW_I 2 r *_._'
• ..:,.:._'..
WRITE (6_I1201 ITNOeA *:_y _-"
I TNO= I TN3 + I ,::__
IF (ITER.GE O) GO TO 150 ,":_'.'_"
WRITE (6,1140} ,,_,.
K = (KNX+I)/2 '"- ."_:.
DO 440 I=I,'_X ::
IF(ZSIII.LE. ZHII)) GO TO _20 ',':-"_
PSI = ATANI(RS(II-_H(III/(ZS(II-Z_'IIIII)-I.5?08 :::_
GO TCI 630 -':_,:
_20 PSI = ATA_IIIZH(I)-ZS(I)I/(RS|I)-RHIII)| _:
• 30 ABII) = |DN[I,2 )-{)_,lI_l )) *COS(PSI-AL|I_2|) ,:_?,
AC|[I = (DNII_K+I)-3N{I_K-I)_,/2._'CDS(PSI-AL_.ltK|) _ ,_.
,AD(I) = (DN(IeKqX)-RN(I_KMXM1)) #COSIPSI-AL(ItK_IX-I|I _;_'-
A = AB(I)*I2, _-_ °'
] 966005488-0 ] 2
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B = ACII)*IT.
r) = ADI I )o12.
4_o WRITE (6) III0) A)B)B
CALL SPLINT (XT_THTA)MTHTA)ZII)II)MX)THH)
CALL SPLINT (XT_THTA)MTHTtttZ(|)2) ,MXtTHH)
CALL SPLINT (XTeTHT&eMTHT_,Z(I_K|)_X_TNM)






THMI(|) = TH,U| |)-TP |ON_TT([ tK)/2o/R( I )K|
THSI(I) = THS(I)-TPlON KMX)/2.1R(|tKMX )
THW.H(|) = THH(II- P_.ON-TT([tl)I2./R(Itll
THMKHII) = THMI!|- PTON-TT(I)K)I2./R(|,K)
THSKHII) = THSII)- PION-TT(ItKNX )12./R(|tK_IX )
THHKPll) = THHII)- PIDN*TTII,III2./RIIpll
THMKP(I) = THM(II- PION_TTIItKII2./RI|)K)
TH._P(I) = THS(II- PIC,N_TT(ItKMX |I2.1R(ItKMXI
THH._MX(I'=, THH(|)-TT(I)! )/2°/R(I)1 I
THM<MX( I |= THM( I)-TT(I_K I/2./R([ )K }
THSKqXI I )= THS( I|-TTII tKMX ) I2./R( I )KMXI
450 NRITEIbeII60) THttl(I|,THHKH|IItTHdKP(II ,THHKRX(I]L)THMIII)tTHMKH(|)






TlP= 1,-(WA| I,KI4"O242.#NCALM-IWtR([ ,K) |_")2)IZ,ICP/TEMP
DENSTY = TIP4'tEXPON)RHO
•. C = 6.283186)RII)KI-XN_TT(I)KI_SFACT
HIDTH = _8 R
: IFIJ.EQ*?.) WIDTF; = AC
IFIJ.EO.3I WIDTH = AD





NRITE I6) llTO) AA
IFIRCDP.EO.2) CALL R:I_UMP(SRdtBETAI |3))
IFI_CDP.NE.I) RETURN
. CALL 8CDUMP IDNIItlI,DN(21_21tI
;._ CALL 8CDUMP (WAII)II,WAI__'.,21|)
_: CALL RCDUM_ I Zll,l), ZI21,21)ICALL RCOUMP ! R(l)I)t R(21,71l)
: RETURN
_ I010 FORMAT 1415_6F10,4)
1020 FORqAT (SHI_UN _I3.[3,10Xt25HINPUT 3ATA CARD LISTING |
:;- 1030 FORMAT I7F10.4)¢
:" lO_)O FORMAT (IOX24HBCO CARDS FOR DN)I4A)Z_R |
_r 1050 FORe'tAT (36HK STAG.. SPFF,O [IF SOUND AT INLET • tF).21
_:" 1060 FORMAT f/t/SXI3HITERATEON NO. I3)
1070 FORMAT (IH 6XSHALPHAgXSHRC O'[%_SM 9XSNBETA gXSHTT ?XSH "_. 9
_;_,...
%:,:.:,
"_2d' _ ................ t tt t t i t t t t i iitt




| XSHS8 qxshsc qXSHS9 }
1080 FORHAT (2XIOH_T_FANLINE[3]
1090 FOR,_AT (9F14.61
lIO0 FORMAT (IHLgXSHDN 15XSHZ 15X54R 1SXSHNA [SX5HPRESSI4X_H4
1TRI4X 3H_C )
lllO fORMAT (6FIg.6,F18.6)
1120 F3RqAT (18H tT,r.RATION NO. I3,[OXt2_HMAX. STREAMLINE CHANGF. = ,
1F10.61
1130 FOqHAT (IHJ)
1140 FOR_IAT (34H1 STREAMLINE SP&_[NG ALONG NORMALffl3)tSHHU6 ]4XSH_EAN
oo 1 16X6HSHROUD |
o_
1150 FORqAT f. IHI, 5_X, JTHBLA_E CU(IRDINATES/19X,6HHUB 138X_6HMEAN ,
_0 ! 38X, hHSHR]UO/3( _X t iH1 _ IOX ,6HKHLIXt 7X _4K_.lPl t T X,3HKMX o 3X ) )I
1160 FORMAT (12F11.4)




r t t t H i I nt _ t _ t t t •






2 THKKH, THMKPt THMKMXt THS1 ,TH SKHtT't SKP eTHSKMX t ZL, R1 DAB| ADt RED




3Sa(21,22), S_(21,22) eCURV( 21eZ2t ,DT3M(?.I e?2l






: IFfNDB.EO.2t GO TO In
RUNO=O






READ (S, IOlO]TYaE,3._.3P,SRW,HXBLeTEMPtALN,RNO, TOL_RePLOSS,DdDNI
WRITE(b, IOIOITYPEeB,_DPeSRW,NXBL,TEHP,ALM,RHO, TOLER,PLOSSe_DM1
PLO$S=PLDSSeI46.
READ 05, ]OLD) NULL ,_IPRT,ITERtNULL,_RETINtWTOLER,CORFAE
WRITE(6, lO[Ot NULL, NORT, ; TER eNULL _BET] NeWTDLERtCORFAC
BETI_ = BETIN/ST.29577
KHRX "= KHX/;_
KHP| = KHNX €'2 < M 0(READ (5,1030) (THETA(IeII,I=t,MX)
WRIT_f_t 1030) (THET_(I,LI,I=ltHX)
READ (5_lO30)(THET_II,KNX) el=I_MX)
WRITEO 6e 1030] (THET& ( ! ,KMX) ,I=I ,MX)
READ 05e1030) (THET&(ItKHNXI,I=ItMXSP)
WRITE(6, 1030) (THETA{ItKHMX)eI=leMXSP)
READ (5_ 1030) ( THETA(I tKHP1) el=| ,MXSP)
WITITE(6eI_3301 (THETA(IeKHPI),I=I,NXSP)
IFIRR.EQ.1) GO TO qo _'
F
'° READ ( 5, 1030)( Z( I ),I=I,NX) jj
_-" WRITF( 6e IO3O)(Z( I )el:leqX)
; READ (5_ 103O)(R(II,l=leqX) I
_-_
:; WRITE( 6, 10301 (R I I I, l=ltNXl
READ (5,|O30)(DN(IItI---I,MX)
Wt".ITE( 6, 1030 )(I_N(11,I=I,PtXI
Ot'! 9' l=IeMX
i Z(I ):Z; I }/12.
R( I)=R(I},,'?.
i 9 DNI I)=r)N( I l'/12.F
, GO T3 21
?=
' , ........ . ............... ............. ,, ,,u_ ii i nn i i i i n i n |n _ i Hn
1966005488-015
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tO IF(_3B.EC).4) CALL aCREAg(SRW,BETAI{3)I




II READ (StlOIO)KMXIMXSPtRR tTYPEtCDRFAC_TOLER,THIKMX
RUNO --RUNDIF((HUB.EQ.O|.AND.(REAN,,EQ.O).AND.($HRnUO.EQ.O)) RETJRN
Do WRITE (&,IO20) RUNO





KdPl = _HMX ÷@˜„p KHP2: W_HMX+2
READ |StlO3O) Z(I)_R(1)_ON(I)









THEI"A( I, I) = THHI(J}
THETA(ItKMX) = THHKMX{J)
Zlll = ZllJtl)
Rll) = RtlJ, 1)




13 THFTA([tw:HPl) = THHKP(J) 1
BETI_I = BETA[|I)
GO TO 20
1_ IF(_tEAN.EQ.O) GO T_ 17 -_._.
MEAN = 0 .c._
K = (KMXF+I)/2 ,.,_,,-
J = l-1 ':"_=
THETA( Iv I) = THMI(J} I-i_'_
THF.TA(ItKMX) = THMKMX| ") ':',_
Z(l) = ZI(JtK) :_-_,
R(1) = RI(J_K)
15 DN(II = AD(J} '. .,_.
DO 16 I=2,MXSP ;;_;_
J = I-I :':_'_;:
THETA{I,KHMX) = THMKH(J) _::_
16 THETA(ItKHPl) = THMKP(J)
RETIq = RETAI[2) ":_
17 IFISHR{IUD.EQ.O) RETURN -...:_.
SHROUD = 0 ;',_-}_,








R| [) = RL(JtKHXF)




19 THF.TA([tKHPl) = THSKP(J)
BET[_I = BETA[(3I
20 TANBTO = S[_I(I_ETINI/CEISIBFT[N!
TANPJT = TANBTO_(&L_I-W_RIII_2I/IAL_4-H_R(2i_2II'DN(IIlDN(2I
DTDN] = TANRT/R([)
., DELTHT = TANRTO/(W_R(z;*_'2-ALRI_(ALN*ALOG(R(1)/R|Z))+WFZo_(R(2)*_2




THETA(It I) = THETA(ltKHNXI-PION
NULL = 0
WRITE (6t I010 INXtKNXtNXSPtRR tWt I#T _XNtGAP, t AR
PLOSS[ = PL.1SS/I#4.
MRITE ( 6t ] 0 !0 ) TY,')E t B_.DP _SRI4t I"IXBLt TEMP vALH_RHr) t TOLERt PLOSS __Dl_ONl.
BETI_II = BET[_I*ST,?9577





leRITE( 6t 1030)(Z( I )yI=ltMX)
I_RITE(6t 1030) |R( I )_I=ltNX)
14PITE( 6_ 1010 ) (DN( I ) tl =ItHXl
21 IFITYPE.EO°I I GO T_ 30
iIA( Itl)=HT/RHrl/DN(IIIR( 11 tXN/(THET&(1 tKHX_-TH_TA(I_I | )
DO 23 I=ItNX
; IF((I,EQ°I)°OR,([°_T,NXSP)) THFTA(I _KHNX| = (THETA(I_KNXI+THETA
I |1,1))/2.
[F(I [.ECJ.LI.OR.(T.GT.NXSP|) THETA(| tKHPl _, = THETA(ItKHHX)
: 00 22 K=ItKHHX
THETA(IrK) = FLOeT(K-1I/FLO&T|KHNX-1)*(THETA(I _KHNX)-THETA( l_l)|
" 1  THETA{1_ 1)
22 I_A( IrK )=HA( tt 1)
DO 23 K=KHPItKMX
THFTA(I,K) = FLOATIK-KHPII/FLOAT(KHX-KHPIIt(THETA|ItKMXI-
:4_i I THETA(I,KHPIII+THETA([ _KHPII
"_+ 2_ 14A(ltK) = HA(ltZ)READ (5_ tOlO) NFXT
_:" M;tZTE(6 _1010) NEXT
"; ; Z4 IF(_IEXT.EO.O) GO T_ 25
_' READ (5_ LO2t)I_tKI_THFTA(IItKII tI2tK?tTHETA(I_K2ItI3_K3tTHETAII3_
I K3) t I _ K_t THETA( I # _K6) t I _tK5 tT_'t-FTA(I 5 t 1_5) t NExT
WRITE(6_ IO21)IItKI_THETA(II_KI) .[ZtK2tT_IFTA(IZtK?I_I3_K3_THETAII3t








C END OF INPUT STATEMENTS
C
25 WRITE (6, I023l
DO 26 ;_=I,K_X
26 WRITE (6o1030) (THFT_(E,KI_T=ItMXI
GO TO 45
30 CALL BC_EAD |THETA(ItlIvTHETA(2Zt2|))
Do CALL BCREAD (WA (tttl_ WA(2tt?.II)o_
.c_ WRITE (6t ]040lK)
i 45 CONTINUE








DTOMI=STN( BET IN)/COSIBETTN) IR{ 1)




60 BA(K I =FLOAT(K- ] )*WTIFLDAT(KNXNI-1 )
C *
C CALCUt. ATE ALPHA AND SN
C
DO 70 I=1,MX
AB( [ I=(Z( ! l-R( T I )/ROOT ,!
70 AC(I I=(Z( I I+R(I ) )/R_OT _
CALL SPLINE(ARvAC_MXt&L_RS)
DO 80 I=I_MX -_'
' AL( I )=ATAN(AL{ I) )-.785398
CAL(I)=C'OS(AL(I))
80 SAL(II=SIN,(AL(I)} .,_"_
85 SN( II=SM(Ji+SQRT( (Z(I I-Z(J) Ite2+(R(II-R(J) )=¢?.) . "'_r, _
.( SM_L{ 3l = S_I'I2}+.I_(SMIOI-SMI2)I ,:;._,._
SMAL(4I = SM(2I+.5_(SM(3I-SN(2)) _,_,;_"
90 ERROR = I000;,'
C ¢'
, C CALCULATE BETA ON BLADE SURFACES :_;,
, C BEGINNING OF LOOP FOR ITERATIONS _1_:._;:
; C Y'""+'
gI DO 97 J=l_4
K = I i_
[F(J.'._, 2l ,_=KHMX _'_
IF(J.EQ.3) K=KHPI _
IF(J.EQ,4I <=KMX _. ,i:'_
O0 93 I=l., 2 • "'_'_
THAL( lI, JI = THETA(I,K) ";"_._--
93 SNAL( El = SMIII ._,'_
,jS
_, II i I II i i ii I i i I i I I_ I i i r IIII I _. II I I I [ . I I II I I I _ _ I I _ _ J I IIII I i
1966005488-018
16
96 THALII,J) = THETA(2,K) )-SM(_.)I/(SM(3)-SH(2)|WW(THETA(3vK|
1 -THETAI 2,K ))
Dr] q5 I=SrMXP2
IN2 = I-2
THAL( IrJ ) = THETA(IM2tK)
95 SMALI[) = S_I(IM21
CALL SPLIN2(SMALtTH_L(I,.J)rr)TOMIyMXP2,DTDM|ItK)tAB)
DO O6 |=It2
CURV(If'K) = AB(I I/I?./(I. (I,K)/12.|*_'21$w_I.5





IP2 = I ÷”	@¨p CURV(ItKI = AB(IP2)!I2./(I._(OTDM(IP2rK)/IZ-)#W_Z)WWWXl.5
BETAK It() = ATA_I(R(I)4'DTOM|IP2tK)) i
SBETAiIvKI = SIN|BETA(IrK)) i
CBFTA(I.K) = COS(BFTA(T,K)) !.
gT CONTINU_ i
PRINT = (tTER,LE.O).OR.(ITNO.LE.NC) i









DO lO0 l=lt_X ,
CURVE It() = AB(I)/12./II.+(_TDM(ItK)/12.I_EI*ww1.5
BETA| ItK)=ATAN(R(I|_'_TDM[IrK))
SBETA( I,K)=SINIBETA| I ,;_) ) "-
_ CBETA(I,K) =COS(BETA ( ItK) | [IO0 CONTINUE
-: DO 101 K.=KHP2tKMXM1
i- CALL SPLIN?(SMtTHET&[ltK)t_TOMltMX_DTDM(ltK)tAB)
_" : DO I01 I=l,_X
': CURV(It() = AB(IIII2.1(I._I_TOM(I,K)IIZ.)t_2)_¢I,,5
:1 t4 BETA( | tK )=ATAN(R ( t )_DT{)M(I ,K} )
-" SBETA( IrK )=SIN(BETA (ItK) )
GRETA( It K)=COS(BETA ( ItK) )7
_ IOI CONTINUE
_r' _ DO 110 K=ItKMX
_ic: DO lOS l=tv_X
_' WTHETA( I,K )=WA ( I tK)$SBFTA (I eK)
_: / 105 CONTINUE
!:: "' GALL SPL IN?| SMtWTHE_T&( IrK| tOWn)M| tMX tDHDM(I tK) IAC|
Off 110 I'ItqX
SA(I,K) = SAIL(I)_SBETA(ItK|_'CBFTA(|,K')
._ SO(IrK) :' CBETA| IrK )*R IT )*(2.*W*SAILII)*DMON| ItK) )
_" 110 CONTINUE












120 WA( I, I)=.5*WA( I, [)
GO T.'IL30
125 WA(I, I)=2.*WAI I,[)
GO T3 130
oa 126 WA(I,KHPI) = .54'WA(I,KHP[)
GO T3 130oa
_o 1__7 WA(ItKHPI) = 2._,WA(I tKHPI)
l
I:,1 130 IF(fI.GT.I).AND.fI.LF.MXSP)) Srl TO 1#2
Drl 140 K=2tKMX
J = (-I
IF(K.EQ.KHPI| WA(ItK) = W&(ItJ)
IF(K.EQ.KHP|) GO TO iltO
HT=THETA( I,K )-THETA {I ,J)
WAS = !fA(ItJ|+(WA(I,J)_=SA(I,J} )_=_IT
WASS = WA(I,JI I'_(I,KI+SB(I_KI)*HT
WA(I,K} = (WAS /2.
160 CONT INUF_
GO T3 148
1_2 00 14/* K=2tKHNX _.
J=K-I
HT=THETA( I_K )-THETA (I wJ)
WAS = WA(I,J)+(WA(I_JI_'SA(II, J) ))4';IT
WASS = WA( I,J)+(WAStSA(ItKI KI)_'HT





WAS = WA(ItJ) ,J)_=SA(ItJI*SB(I,JIItHT
WASS = WA(I,J) eS_,(i,K)+SB(I_K)}*FIT
WA(ItKI = (WAS /2.,::_m.,._
' 166 CONTINUE
168 CONTINUE
Dr) 150 K=I,KMX _
TIP= I .- ( WA( ItK )w_4'2 p .,I,W,I,AL M- ( WtR (I) Iw,*Z) IZ ./cP/r FM':' ,,e:_
IF((IIP .LT.. O) .A_D •(I.G T. I).&NO. (I•LE. MXSP). AND. (K .GE .KHP11 l r" '_]_:
t Go TOI::6 ,_!:**_
IF(TIP.LT..O) GO TO 120
TPr*tp= I - (2._,W=aLM-(WW_R(It )=_'2)/Z ICPITEMP , "-:,_
OENSTY(K ) = T1P_EXPON_RHO-(T|P/TFPIP) _,_=EXPDN_'PLOSS/AR/TPPIP/TEFIP :;_l,_"
I _'32. I7_SM( I ) ISM(MX_L) _
PRS(() = DEN._'fY(KI_'AR*TIP_=TENP/32.I?/I_. ::, .,,e
W_=WA(I,K)*CBETA(I,K) ._ _:_.
AB(K| = DENSTY(KI_WM,_gN(1),_R(I|_'XN ., _
150 AC(K)=THETA(I_K) " _,_
CALL INTGRL (AC _AB _KH_X_ WTF L) ,_,_
IF(WTFL(KHMX).LE..O) GO TO 125 ,_?
CALL INTGRL(ACIKHPI),&BIKHPI),KH_X,WTFLiKHPll) .,_.
#J
IF((WTFL(KMX),LE,.O),ANr).{I.GT, 1).ANO,(I.LE,NXSP)) GO TO 127 ,_,:_,:
IFIWTFL( KMX).LE .0) GO TO t25
,_,_




[F(([.GT.II.AND.(I.LE.MXSP)) GO TO [55
DO ].52 K=KHPItKHXH1
ACId) = ACIK+ll
JL52 WTFLIK) = WTFL(KHMX)_WTFL(K4-I)
IFIABS(WT-NTFL(KNXH1)IoLE. WTOLFR| 30 TO 150
CALL CONTIN(WA(IvI)tWTFL(KMXMt} tlN3tI tWT)
TF(IND.NE.6)GO Tg I30
GO TP 160
155 IF (ABS(WTH-WTFL(KHMXI|.LEoWTOLFR! INO=6
IF (ABS(HTH-WTFL(KHX )).LE.WTOLFR) INO2=&
IFf I_.O.NE.6) CALL 30NTIN(W&il ,I),WTFLIKHMX)tIND,I,WTHI
"_ IF(INDZ.NE.6| CALL CONTAL(WA(I tKHPIItWTFL(KMXI,_INI_.tItWTH} .
; IFI(IND._iF.b).OR.IIpr)2.NE.611 GO TO 130
'_ 160 IF((I.GT.1I.AND,{I.LE.MXSP)) GO TO X65
CALL SPLINT (WTFLtA:_KMXMlt_A_KNXM[ TAB)
GD TO 166
165 CALL SPLINT(WTFLtACtKHNXtBAtKHMX_ABI
CALL SPLINT(WTFL(KHP1)tA_(KHPI) tKHRX_RA|I) tKHMXtAB(KHPI)|
166 CONTINUF
IF((I.GT°I).AND.(IoLE.MXSP)) GO TO 168
DO 167 K=ItKHMX
KA = KHX-K TJ =KA-I
167 AB(KA) = ABIJ) -_
168 DO 170 K=I,KMX
DELTA=ARS(ABKKI-THETA(!_K| )
170 IF(DEL TA °GT.ERROR IER_OR=DELTA
IF(._IOT.I)RINTt GO TO 178
A=SM(IIeI2.
C=AL( [ ).57. 29577
D = R([),I,12.
E = Z(It4=X2.
• F = DN(I|=L2.
gRITE (6_10801 I_A_,T.,O_EtF ,'
/, HRITE (6_7070) ",
O0 175 K=ltKHMX, NPRT ,,
B=BETA( _',( )4=57.29577C = dTHETA(I,KI I)
HM = HA(ItK)t=C_ETA(ItK)
i _ V = SQRTIC'_.#2+WM_We2) |
• : OWOT - WAtItKI*St(ItkI )|
, ! WRITE (6t1090) THET_(ItK|tCURV(ItK! _BmHA(ItK! tWTHE='A||tK|_CtilRt,_t i
,i'- _ 1 PRS(( ) t OENSTY(K) tOTON(| vK| tOHOM(l tK) t S _(l t K) vSB( [ tK) tDklOY
!:,, 175 CONT[NUE
i HRITE (6,1095|
-:',:/ I DO 176 K=KHPItKMXtNPRT
"_ _ 8=BETA ( I, K )'1=57. 29577
_:', , j C = WTHETA(I_KI )
_/ ,. j WM = W_.|ItKIeCBETA_It, K|
;'_,,| V = SQRT(C*eZ_,WqWW*2)
:i_" | DWDT = NAIItKI_'SAtI,KI K)i
'L,'| NRITE 16t1090) THETA(ItKItCURV(ItKIeBtWA(ItK),WTHErA(Iti¢|tCtMNtVt "
_:' _ 1 PRS( K l, r)ENSTY(K) ,OTOM( I, K) ,DWOM(I' ,KI,SA( I _K) ,SB( | _K) eOWOt '
_ | 176 CONTINUE -
_:, J WRITE 1,6t109,) "








C END 3F' VEL(]CITY CALCLILATIONS.
C
WRITE lay 1120) !TN(lvERROR
ri IFIITER.LE.OI G['] TD 230 _,,
| IF((ERROR.GE.ER_DRI),OR.(ERROR,LE.TOLERII ITER=|TER-I .-
ITNO= IT_2+t
I GO TO 9z
_ DO 230 IFIBCDP.NE,,I) G_I TD 240 _, ;.
= o_ CALL BCDUMP (THET&IletI,THF'r6.(21_21))
.CALL BCDUMP ( WA(L_l)t WA|21121))
I 240 IF(M3B.EO.2) GO TO 1I
'_ _ GO TO fi
I 1010 FORMAT (AI5, AFtr'.4}
1020 FORMAT (8HIRUN NO,,I3tIOX_25HTNPUT DATA CARD LTSTIP" ] .
1021 F RMAT (5{212.F8.5)_11} '_
I LO2_ FORMAT (3ZH THETA-CALCULATEO ANDtOR INPUT ) .:_.I 1030 FORMAT (7F10.4I .:J
P
,_ 1060 FORMAT { 1OX2";HBCO CARDS FOR THETA_WA I _,_i 1050 FORMAT (36HK ST&G. SPEED OF SOUND AT INLET = tFg,2_//_
= 1060 FOR_4AT (///SX13H|TER_TION NO. I3I
I 1070 FORMAT (132HK THFTa T-CURV 5ETA HA WTHETA VTHFTA •
IWM V PRS 9ENSTY DTDM DHDM SA SB 04
2DT ) :-
1080 FORMAT (2X16HQU&SI-ORTHOGONALI3_EX_4HSM =tF7.EtgH ALPHA =, "_.2t _'
1 5H R "=_F'7.At5H Z =vF7.4_AH r)N =tF7,,6) "._,
I 1090 FORMAT ( IXtF9.4, 2FS.215F8. t IF7,2pF9.5 _FT.2.FB.OtFBoA_2F9,11 "*-
1095 FORMAT (IH) "_"
: 1120 FORMAT (18HJ ITERATION NO. I3tIOXt24HMAX. STREAMLINE CHAhGE = t -_
IFIO.AI ._,.







SURR3UTIqE SPLINT (XtY_N,ZI, MAX,YINT)
OIHENSI3q X(50),Y(50!_SI50)pA(50|t_ISO)tC(5_I,F(501tN(50)tSB(501e
1G! 50), Eq( 50I ,El 50), YINT(50)
COqN3N
INTEGER 0
' DO I0 I=2,N
I0 S( I )=X( I )-x(I-l)
NO-N-I
OO 2':, 1=2_N3







- _ cl 1I=-.5
l, F(i)=OJ)
* FI q l=O.O
I+l z_,.sl x I it
, ssl ])=el zI/,(z)
i Gt z)=o.o _-
: :] DO _0 I=Z,N _,
• _ MI I )=BI I l-A( l I*S._I I-I I
- : ' SB(II=C( I)/W(II
--- 30 GII);|F!I)-A|I}*GII-1)t/Hlll
- " ER|N| =GIN I
40 1=2. N
' K:N+I-|
teO EH(K }=GIK I-SB(K }*EN(K 	`$r_ qo I,,ltleeIX
K=2
'" |FIZII}-X(I)) 60,50_,70
:. _.- 50 YINT(I)=Y(I)
Gn TO 90
' :- 60 IFIZIII,LT.{I,I_XII)-,I*X(2)})MRITE 16vlO3OlZ(l)
' GO T3 _5
1000 FORKAT (ITH OUT OF RANGE Z =FIO. 6)
65 IF(Z{ II.GT.(I.I*X(q)-.I*X(N-I)}} WRITE ($_13331Z(I)
-_j -
K=N
_" GO TO 85
-_ TO IFIZll)-XIK}) 85_7cJ,80
"." 75 Y INT( [)=Y( K )
,-- : GO TO 90
_ 80 K:K+I
_'" ' IFIK-NI 70v70tb5
_ 85 YINTIII = E_I(K-II_IXIKI-Z(III*_316./SiKIeEM(K)*IZIII-X(K-I))_3/6.
1/S(_) /_(K)-EM(KI_S(K)/6.|_'iZI|)-XIK-I))ISIK)-EN|_"I)
- 2_'S(K It6. )*( XIK I-Z( I I I
;._ .... 90 CONTINUE
_'' NXA = HAXOIMeRAXI
.... IFIQ.EQ.16I WRITE(6,1010) N_MIAXiIXIII_Y(I)eZ(I[I eYINT(IIt|mI+HXA)
_.-.
_- IOlO FORNAT_(2X21HNO, OF POINTS GIVEN =_13_30H_ NO, OF INTERPOLATED POl






S IBFTC SPL DFR DECK















F( I t =0,0
F(N)=O.O
WI.I I=B{ I}
SSI I}=C( I ;/W( il
GI i)=0,0
DO 30 I=2,N
W( l I=_( [ )-'AI I )_SBI I-ll
SB( II=CI ll/W( I1








1000 FOR_4AT (17H OUt OF BLADE Z =FIO. 61
GO TO 85
65 WRITE 16_lOOOlZlll "-
K=N
GO T9 85
70 IFIZ(II-X(KI) 8.5.85.80 "i;
80 K=K4-1.
IF(K-N) 70.70_ 65 -_
85 DYDX( I I=-EMIK-I) '1'(X(KI-Z(I II**2/2.01S(KI4"ERIKI=IXIK-t l-Z( II I_2/2. . _:..t








$IBFTC CONT IN I)ECK
SUBR3UTINE C,qNTTN (NA_WTFLrIND..!_WT)
DIMFNSIDN SP_ED{_,),HEIGHT(3)
[35 GO T3 (140_].50t2109;.70t370),lNO
I4O SPEED(I) = WA
WEIGHT(1) = WTFL
D_tTA = WT/WTFL_W_-N_




150 IF {{WTFL-WEIGHT(I)II(WA-SPEED([))) 180y180,160
[60 SPEED{2I = WA
DELTA = (WT-WTFL)I(WTFL-WEIGHT(t)|9,(WA-SPEED(It)!
IFIARS(DELTAI,GT,[OO,) DELTA = SIC, N(IOO. tDELTAI
WA = DELTA+WA
166 SPEED(l) = SPEED(2)
WFIGHT(]) = WTFL
RETURN
].70 WRITE (6eIOOD) ItWTFL
IND = 6
RETURN
I8G IND = 3
IF {WTFL,GE,WT) GO TO 140
IF [SPEED(I)-WA) 190tZOOt200
: [90 SPEED(Z) = SPEED(l)
SPEED(].I = ?.,O'WSpFEr)[II-WA





200 SPEED(Z) = WA






21O WEIGHT{[) = WTFL
IF (WTFL°GE.WT) GO TO 1.40
IF {WEIGHT(1)-WEIGHT{2)) 23G_380,Z20
_ 220 WE[GHT(3) = WEIGHT(Z)
._- WEIGHT(2) = WEIGHT(1)
_ SPEED{_) = .SPEED(_)
_' SPEED{Z) = SPEED(t)
1- SPEED(II = 2,O*SPEFO(;_.)-SPEED(3)
WA = SPEED( 1 I
; RETURN
_, 230 IF {SPEEO(3)-SPEED(I)-IO.O) LTOtlTOtZ_O
260 ='NO = 6 "
:* 265 IF (WEIGHTI3I-WE[GHT([)) 760t26qv250
•_* W. 250 WA = [SPEEDIt) r)(_))/2,0
.'/" ' RETURN






770 IF (SPEED(3)-SPEED(I)-IO.O! 170,L70,280
280 Iv: ("TFL-WEIGHT(2)I 320,350,290
290 IF (_A-SPEED(2)) 3[0,300,300





310 SPEED(3| = SPEED(2)
co SPEED(2) = WA
o¢ WEIGHT(3) = WEIGHT(2)
t_
, WEIGHT(2) = WTFL
GO TO 245
320 IF (WA-SPEE.O(2)I 340t330,330
330 WEIGHT(3) = WTFL
SPEED(3) = WA
GO T3 245
3_0 WEIGHT(I) = WTFL
SPEED(1) = WA
GO T3 245
350 IND -- 5
IF (WA-SPEED(2)) 380_360t360
360 SPEED(I.) = SPEED(2|
WFIGHT([I = WF.IGHT[21
SPEED(2) = (SPEEO(II+SPEED(3))/2.0 _
WA = $PEED(2I
RETURN
370 IND = /+
WEIGHT(2) = HTFL
WA = (SPEED(1)+SPEED(2))/2.0 -,
RETU._N
380 IND = 5
390 WEIGHT(_) = WEIGHT(2)
SPEED(3) = SPEED(2) _:
SPFED(2) = (SPEED(!I-{-SPEED(3))I2. c
WA = SPEED(2) ..?.








$1BFTC SPL IN2 nECK
SUfiR{IUI'I'_E SPLIN2(XtYwYIPtN,SLOPE_EM)
DIMENSI]W X(SOI_Y|SOitS(50) tA(St)ltB(50) tC(S31tF(S,)_,_(S,_.ItSB(50}_
IG( 501 !,EM(50) _ SLOPE( 50l
COMM3N O
INTEGER C)














W( ! ;=B( 1)
SBI l)=C( lliNK l}
G! I)=FII)IW(I}
DO 30 I--2,N . i
W( I;=B(I l-A( I )_SB (I-I )
SB( I;=C( I )IW! I)
30 G(II=(F(II-A(1)_G(I-I)I/WII;
Fro(N; =G( N )
DO 40 I=2,N
K=N+I-I
60 EM(K }=G(K )-SB(K)4'EM(K+I}
SLOPE( I)=-S( 2 )/6.4,[2._,EM(I}cENT Zt ;z.lYI2 )-Y(lt !/SI2I
0050 I=2t_l
50 SLOPE(II=S(III6._'|2.*EMII)eEM(I-III4"(Y(1)-Y(I-I)tlS|I)
IF (_.EO.14) WRITE (6,100t N,(X(IItYIII,SLOPE(It_EM(IIeI=IIN|
100 FOR"IAT (2XISHNO. OF POINYS =|3/IOX5HX 15X5HY 15XSHSLOPEIS_(SH










$IRFTC S_'_ IN E DECK
SURR3t)I [NF SPLINE (X,YfN_SLFiPEvEMI
DIMENSIZI_I X(fiOI_Y(SO),S[SOI,AISOI,_ISql tClfigl,F(591tWiSOlwSBIS]),








co B(IImIS( I) III3.
_ C( I)--SII+Ill_.t_
















K=N €Ø#40 E'qPK ) =G( K )-SB(K ;*EMIK+I ;
._LOP_-{ I I=-S( 2 t/o.* (2.'_EMI])+EM( 211* (YI2;-YIII I IS(2I
DD50 I=2,N
50 SLOPE{ I)=S(I }I6.W_I2.WwEMII)+EMII-III+IYIII-YII-II)ISIII
IF (_.ED.13) WRITE (6,100) N_(X(II_Y(I|,SLOPE(II+FM(II_I=IvN|













OINENSI3_I X(SO)_Y(50) _S(50) iA(50) vB(50) tC(SI)} tF(SI) ItW|SO)tSB(5Oiv










20 F(I)=IY[ I+II-Y(II}/S(I+I)-(Y(I)-Y(I-1I)/S(II ,
: AIN}:-_5




: F( N ):0.0
W( 1 }:_( l )
SB( It:C( 11/W(11
G| I ):0.0
+ 0_ 30 [=2,Nk
_+ W( I l=Bl I l-A( I ),_SRI I- I)
SBt I }=C( Ii/WII}
_+ 30 G(I:=IF(II-AIIIi'GII-III/WIII
EHINI=GIN)
i+ DO 40 I=2.N
I K=N  ( ` I
60 EMIKI :G| K I-SB (K ItEM(K+) }
-'++' SUM( I } =0.0
I O0 50 K=2tN
"-- 50 SUM[,r,I = SUN(K-I) 'IYIKt+Y(K-1)I/Z,O-SIKI'I"II'_J_IEN(K)+EM(K-I)I/2
i+.o
i IFISRW.EQ.I?) W+,ITE(6,IO00) N, (Xll) ,YIII |SUN(If ,F-MIll,I=IiNI
RETURN
_' 1000 F_]RNAT (ITHK NQ. OF POINTS =I3/IOXSHX 15XS_'Y ISXSHSUN











OIMEN S l:'lNX(MX) ,Y(MY) yTN(MXtMY|
00 10 J3=I_MX
10 [F(X1.LE.X(J3)IGO TD 2q
20 DO 30 J4=ltP4Y
30 IF(Y1,LF.Y(J4)IGO TO 40
J4=_Y
Go 40 J l=J3-to_
J2=J4-1p3




F=TN(Jlt J 2)'_EPS3*EPS4 tJ21_EPSt4'EPSt_-TN(JE t J_)_EPS2*EPS 31TN(J 3, J 4) 4'EPSI_'EP $2
IF((,EO,I¢) WRITE(Etl)XI,YltFtJ!eJ_tEPSI_EPSE






$|BFTC CONT AL DFCK
SUBROUTINE CONTAL (WAeNTFLtlNDtltWT)
DIMENSIDN SPFED(3) ,WEIGHT(3)
135 GO T3 (]40tlSOtZ[ht270_370) _IND





150 IF ((WTFL-WFIGHT{I)II(W_-SPEEBI]))) 180t180,160
160 SPEED(Z) = WA
WA = (WT-WTFL)/(WTFL-WEISHT(1))
I *(WA-SPEED(I) )  IF (ABS(WA-SPEEr)(z})-IO0. O) 166v165_161
161 IFIWA-SPEED{2)J16_,I63t162
GO T[1 166
163 WA = SPFFD(2)-IO0.O
! 166 SPEED(I) = SPEED(2)
WFIGHT(1) = WTFI
RFTURN
i ITO WRITE (6,I000) I,WTFLIN{) = 6
RETURN ,-
I 180 IND = 3 i
IF [WTFL.GE.WT) GO TO 160
IF (SPEED(II-WA) 190,200,200 I
i 190 SPEED(2) = SPEED(1) 1
_. SPEED(I) = ?.O=SPEEO(1)-WA
SPEED(3) = WA
i WEIGHT(Z) = WEIGIIT(1)
WEIGHT(3) = WTFL
WA = SPEFDII!
RETURN200 SPEED(2t = WA
SPEED(3) = SPFED(I)
SPEED(l) = 2.O4'WA-SPEFD(I)




210 WEIGHT(!) = WTFL
'.. IF (WTFL.GE.WT) GO T13 160
_: IF (WEIGHTIII-WEIGHT(2)) 230t380,220
_'_.. ) 220 WEIGHT_3) = WEIGHT(2|
_i/;, ! WEIGHT(2) = WEIGHT(I)
I.'-',, SPEEDI3) = SPEED(2)
.: SPFEDIZ) = SPEEP(1)
SPEED(I) = 2,O*_PEE_(ZI-SPEED(3|
_', :_ W r.= SPIED(It
•_C' ! RETURN
_ I 230 IF (SPFED(3I-_PEED(1)-IO,O) 170vlTO_260
L _ 260 IND = 4
_" _.- 265 [F (WEIGHT(3)-WEIGHT|I)! Z60_260,250




?.60 WA = (SPFFD(3)+SPEED(2))/2.0
R ETUR _I
270 IF (SPEED{3)-SPEED(i)-IO, O) 170,170,280
280 IF (WTFL-WEIGHT{2)) 320,350,290
290 IF (WA-SPEED(2)) 310,300_300




co GO TO 2/+5
": _ 3[0 SPFED(3| = SPEED(2)
, SPF.ED(2) = WA
WEIGHT(3) = WEIGHT(2)
WEIGHT(2) = WTFL
" GO TO 245
320 IF (WA-SPEED(2)).340,330q330
- 33"0 WEIGHT(3) = WTFL
SPEED(3) = WA
GO T3 245
3z, O WEIGHT(t) = WTFL
=.
SPEED(I) = HA| Go TO z4s
350 IND = 5
IF (WA-SPEED(2)I 380, 360,360





370 IND = 4 _;
WEIGHT(2) = WTFL
WA = (SPEFDfII r)(2))/2.O
RETURN .
38'0 IND = 5
_?0 WEIGHT(3) = WEIGHT(2)
SPEED(3) = SPEED( 21 '_.;_:
SPFED(2) = (SPEED([I+SPEED(3) II?. ,'.°,_,
, _._,_!
WA = SPEED(2) _"
RETURN _i_





_ For aid .inchecking the operation of the program and as an i[lustration
of the results obtained by the program, sample output is included below.
The case used here is the same radial gas turbine rotor with splittsr blades
that was used for the numerical example in reference (2). The first out-
put is from the calling program (QID) and consists of the values of variables
MOB, H, M, add S. _"_nevalue of MOB determines whether the meridional solu-
tion (FIXED) or the blade-to-blade solution (SPLBLD) or both is desired. In
the example below MOB = 2 which gives both solutions. The value of H, M, r
S is used to indicate whether the hub, meridional or shroud blade-to-blade
solution is desired; the value 1 indicates that parzicular solution is desired,
the value 0 not. In the example H = l, and M and S = O.
The data given immediately following "RUN NO. 1 INPUT DATA CARD LISTING",
up to the line before "STAG. SPEED OF SOUND AT INLET", are a listing of the
data on the input data cards for the meridional solution; This is follo,.,ed
by a list of the maximum computed streamline change at each iteration for the
meridional solution. Convergence to the specified accuracy of .OOl" was
obtalued after 10S iterations. Then the calculated information is printed
out for every 5th streamline. Data at more streamline_ will be printed out
if the value of NPRT is reduced from 5.
The output for the meridional solution is given in two parts. The first
part gives values of DN, Z, R, W_, PRESS, WTR, and RC and the maximum str_am-
line change for iteration No. 10C. The second part for iteration No. 107
gives values for ALPHA, RC, SM, BETA, TT, SA, SB, SC, and SD, fo?lo_.ed by a
repetition of the values of DN, Z, R, WA, PRESS, WTK, and RC. The next ,_u_- i
put i:3the "STREAMLINE SPACING ALONG NORMAL", "BLADE COORDINATES", and "IN- i
LET ANGLES", which is computed by the meridional program (FIXED) and is used "-
for input to the blade-to-blade program (SPLELD). _
Next is the output from the blade-to-blade program at the hub. The first
llne is "RUN NO. 2 INlr_fDATA CARD LISTING". The next two lines are data f.:om
input cards. The following lines up to the 5rd line before "THET_-CALC_/LATED
AND/OR Ii_UT", are computed by the program, and are the data which would have
to be supplied if not furnished by the meridional program. The second l._ne
. before "THETA-CALCULATED AND/OR IN._JT"is data from an _.nputcard with a 1
_r in card column S, indicating further data is given. A blank card here would
_: indicate no more input for this blade-to-blade solut_oll. The line just
_._ before "THETA-CALCULATED AND/OR INPUT" is data from ai.'input card giving
information of splitter blade coordinates near the tral]ing edge that were
' altered from those computed by the meridional program. 'l_enext data are
the e coordinates of the initial equally spaced streamlines at every °
quasi-orthongonal. This is followed by the stagnation speed of sound, and
_ then a l_st of the maximum predicted strea_Lline change at each iteration
fc;"the blade-to .blade solution. Convergence to the desired accuracy of
:: k .001" was obtained in 27 iterations. The desired output is printed out for
eve_j 5th streamline at each quasi-orthogonal. Again, data at more szream-
lines can be obtained w-ltha different value of NPRT.
I The mean and shroud blaae-to-blade solutions would have also been obtained
_ _ on the same c_mputer run if we bad set M and S eq,-alto i, and supplied the




PUN NO. I INPUT OATA CARD LI_TINC
14 21 T 7 403_.0000 0.6110 11.0000 1.6667 12#5.0000
O 2 0 11 1950.0000 221.5000 0.02_7 0.3313 0.2_00 0.000
lq 5 2 q 2.0000 |.O00G -25.1000 0.0509
0.7590 C.BIO0 0._900 1.01_0 1.1200 1.2300 1.3520
1.5500 1.8030 2 I000 2,3500 2.5500 2.9503 3.1530
0. -0.0030 0.0300 0=1400 0._I70 0.5903 0.9630
1.3550 1.7650 2.1000 2.3500 2.5500 2.9503 _.1530
3.0100 2.7360 2.5130 2.32}0 2.2420 2.1983 2.16}0
2.1470 _.1470 2.1_70 2.1470 2.1:'q 2.1673 2.1670
3.0100 2.6000 2.2300 1.R220 1._TO0 _.1583 0.9230
3.7970 0.752_, 0.7500 0.7500 0.7500 0.7503 0.7530
-0. -0. -0. -0o -0. -0. -0.
-'0.0012 -0.0066 -0.0201 -0.0567 -0.1246 -0,233_ -0.3966
r) -0.6231 -0.8606 -1.0978 -1.3352 -1.5725I
-0.2000 O. 0.2000 0.4000 O. fiOuO 0.9303 I.D_OD
1.1000 1.2000 1.6000 1.6000 1,8000 2.0303 2.293S
2.4000 2.600_ 2.8000 3.0000 3.2000
0.1860 _.1710 0,1560 0.1410 O.12TO 0.1163 b,0330
0.1660 0.15.0 0.1360 0.1210 0.1065 0.0960 0.0330
0,1460 0.1310 O. 160 0. I010 0.0870 0.0760 O.OZTO0.1260 0.1110 o.og60 0.0820 0.0_70 0.0553 0.0260
0.1050 0.0910 0.0760 0.0620 O. OA80 D.336_ 0.0220
0.0_5 0.0710 0.0560 0.0620 0.0280 0._163 0.0190
0 3670 0.0510 0.3360 0.0220 O. OOPO -0_0353 0.0160
-0.0060 0._000 0.8000 t.20nO 1.6000 2.0303 2._63u
0.6000 1.0000 1.6000 1.8000 2.2000 2.6'333 _.0200
STAG. SPEED OF SOUND _T INLET = 2011.55
q.2073 f
ITERATION NO. I MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE = O.39738T
ITERATIO_ N_. 2 MAX. _TREAMLINE CHANGE = 3.366558
ITERATION N_ 3 MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3.338618
ITERATION N3. 6 MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3._1707_
ITERATION N3. 5 MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE = 0.296279
ITERAT'ON _3. 6 M_X. STREAMLINE CHANGF = 3.277526
ITERATION _3. 7 M_X. STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3.261236
ITERATION NO. R MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE = 0.2¢5780 _
ITERATION MS. 9 M_X. STREAMLINE CHAN_E = 3._312_6 _
ITERATION NO. 10 MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE = 0.217689
ITERATIO_ _3. 11 MAX. STREAMLINE CHAN;E • 3.236668
ITERATION NO. 12 MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGF = '0.192163 _
ITERATION NO. I_ MAX. _TREAMLINE CHAN_E = 3.150295 _
ITERATION NO. 16 MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3.169366
ITERATION _I. 15 MAX, STREAMLINE CHAN3E = 3.15g116 :'l_
ITERATION N3. 16 M_X. STREAMLINE _HANSE = 3.169380 _#
?TERATION _S. IT MAX. STREAMLINE CHAN_E = 3.160383 ._i_,_ 5"
IfCRATION N_. 18 MAX. STREAMLINE CHAN3F = 3.1_2053
ITERATION NO. 19 MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3.12420"I _
ITLRATION NO. 20 W_X. STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3.116830 _l_ ._
ITERATION NO. 21 MAX. _TREAMLINE CHANGE = 0.109090 _ _
ITERATIO_ N]. 22 WAX. STREAMLINE CHAN_E = ).399879 : _
ITERATIflN NO. 23 MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3._9319T c_-
ITERATION N_. 2_ q_X. STREAMLINE CHAN_E - 3.3_T51i ,
ITERATION NO. _5 MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3.032277 _I I MS. 26 WAX. I AN_E ,077639
ITERAIION _3, 27 MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE - 3.372972 "'" _";@
ITERATION NO. 28 MAX. STRFAMLINE CHANSE - 3.068739 1_
ITERATION _3. 29 uaX. STREAMLINE CHANSE = 3.066831 _




IrE_Ari_--_3_ it MAX, STREAMLINE CHANGE = _,35T_51
|TERAT|0:4 _3, _2 qAX, STRFA_tLINE CHANGE = 3°354177
ITERATIOn/ NO, 33 MAX, STREAMLINE CHANGE : 3,_510._2
ITERATION q_, 34 qs,x. STREAMLINE _HAN,_E = 3o04S1.14
ITERATION _/_, 3S MAX, STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3,045275
ITERATION NG° 36 MAX, STREAMLINE CHANSE = 3.342680
ITERATION NO, 37 MAX, STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3°0¢0233
ITEgATIO_I _10o 38 MAX, STREAMLINE CHANGE - 3o0_T993
ITERATION NO, 39 MAX, STRE..MLINE CHANGE - 3,33qB60
I"ERATIOq_IGo 40 MAX, STREAMLINE CHANGE : 3,3_389_
]TERAT|OM NO, 41 MAX, STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3,D31966
ITERATION _'J° 42 MAX, STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3,330159
ITERATION q_, 63 MIX, STREAMLINE CHANGE : 3,32845_
ITERATION NO. 64 MAX, ._TREAMLINE CHANGE : 3°0268_T
ITERATION _13. 65 q_X. STREAMLINE CHANGE : _,_25363
ITERAIIOM "4_. _t6 MAX, ._TREAMLINE CHANGE = 3.07_O6T
ITERATIO_i qt'l, AT _IAX, STREAMLINE CHAN_E : 3,32262q
ITERATION _0, 68 MAX, STREAMLINE CHANGE = _,_21369
..- ITEPA;ION _9, 49 HAX. STREAMLINE CHAN;E = 9,323179
|I"ERATION N3. 50 MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE : 9.319052 -
|TC.RATIO_ _3, 51 MAX, STREAMLINE CHANGE = )°O|7?OR
ITERATION qG. 52 M_X, STREAMLINE CHANG_ = 3,31T0_1
ITERATION _13. 53 MAX. STREAMLINE CHANSE : 3.316058
ITERATION NO. 54 MAX, STREAML|NE CHANGE = 3,_!5168 ":
ITERATION _3. $5 M_X. STREAMLINE CHANGE : ').314339
ITERA'IO_ N3. 56 MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3.313539
ITERATIO'_I NO, 57 MAX, STREAMLINE CHANG_ : 3,012791
ITERATION N3. 58 MAX. STREAMLINE CHANSE : _o312DR7 r
ITERATION NG, 59 MAX. STREAMtlNE CHANGE : 3._114BT
,,." ITERAYIO_I '_3 60 MAX. STREAMLINE 7HAN3E = ).310'81.3
ITERATION N:"J. 6Z MAX, STREAMLINE (.HANGr. = 0,010206
ITERATION qG, 62 MAX, STREAMLINE CHANGE : 3,339696
iTERATiON q3. 63 MAX,. STREAMLINE CHANGE : 3.099128
ITERATION _3. 64 MAX, STREAMLINE CHANSE = ?,_38669 I-ITERATION NG, 65 MAX, STREAMLINE CHANGE :,: 3,.')08158
[TERAiIOq _13o 66 MAX, STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3,:)07750
ITERATION Nn, 67 MAX, S_REAMLINE CHANGE : 3,_07291
ITERATION '_3. :)B MAX, STREAMLINE CHANGE : .1.336937
ITERATION NO. 69 MAX, STREAMLINE CHANGE : 3,306519
:_ ITERATION N_. TO MAX° S_,REAMLINE CHANGE = 3.036206
ITERATION _13. 71 MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE .,: 3.005890
ITERATION NG, 72 MA_(, STREAMLINE CHANGE : 3°00_517
ITERATION _1_, 73 MAX. STREAMLINE CHAN_E = 3,3_524B
_ ITERATION 'NO, 74 MAX° STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3,_069B5
ITERATION NG° T5 MAX, STREAMLINE CHAN_F = 3,306665
":_:'- ITERATION NO, 76 MAX, STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3,304_6
_. ErERATION NG. 7T M_X. STRFANLINE CHAN_>E = 0.0042_31.
"; ITERATION N_° 78 MAX, STREAMLIN_ CHAF_GE : 3,00_997c.
:_- ITERATIO'4 '¢3, 79 MAX, STREAMLINE CHANL_E = 3.3338_1
,.:" ITERATION _10, 80 q_X, STREAMLINE CHANGE : 3.3035_18
ITERATIO_ N3. Rt MAX, STREAMLINE CHANGE : 3,_03360
ITERATIOn4 _10° 82 MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE : _,03_189 EL
ITERATION ',IQ. 8:, MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3.3_)3028
"&;- ITERATION q3. 84 Iq,qX. STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3.,_02872
: ' ITERATION NO. 85 MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE : 3.302728 f
._ IfERATION q_. 86 Max. STREAMLINE CHAN,_E = 3°932633 !
_ _I ITERATION _10, RT MAX° STREAMLINE CHANGE : _,_)02406
_" _ ITERATION N3o 88 r'IAX. C,TREAMLINE CHANGE = _J.3')7286
!:"1 ITERATION MAXSTRFA,INCHANGE-
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RUN NO. 2 INPUT DATA CARD LISTING
27 8 n 2 0.1500 0.0010 0,2009
O. 3._100 0.0390
15 22 8 0 4030.0000 0.0305 11,0090 Z.6567 1245.0n00
? ? n 12 1959.0n00 221,5000 0.026? 0.3313 0.2590 6941,2549
0 5 2 q -26.5566 O.O00O 0.1500
-0.5561 -0.560_ -0.5548 -0.5482 -0.5384 -0.5268 -0.5125
-0,4984 -0.5103 -0,60_6 -0,8085 -1.0977 -1,3724 -I,7284
-2,0844
0.0151 -0,01]2 -0,0164 -0,0229 -0,0328 -0.0644 -0.0587 •
_m -0.0729 -3.0972 -0.1918 -0,3765 -0.600_ -0.9312 -1,1572
-I.5132
-0.2705 -0.2968 -0,3020 -0.30P5 -0.3184 -0.3303 -0.3_43
-0,3585
-0.2705 -0,2764 -O,Zfg2 -0,26?6 10"252_ -0,2412 -0,2269
e -0,2128
O, O. -0,0002 0.0025 0.0117 0.0264 0_0407
0.0786 0,1|_9 0.1471 0.1750 0.1958 0._125 • G.?_75
0.2625
0.2758 0.2508 0.2167 0.1858 0.1518 0.1225 0.096_
0.0769 0.0654 0,06_7 0.0625 0.06_5 0.0fl25 0.0625
0.0625
u.0032 0.0034 0.0043 0.0057 0.0079 0.0109 0,0142
0.0172 0.0187 0.0146 0.0) 12 0.0092 0.0085 0.0083
0.0082
1
711-0o5_890 811-0._1900 712-0.23636 812-0.28660 812-0.286600
THET_-CALCULATEO AND/OR INPUT
-0,5561 -0.5600 -0,5548 -0.5482 -0.5_86 -0.5268 -0.5125 l
-0.4984 -0.5103 -0.6036 -0.8085 -1.0977 =1.3726 .o1.72_4 K
-2,0844
-0,5275 -0.5537 -0,5295 -0.5263 -0,5164 -0,5071 -0,4957
-0.4844 -0.4897 -0.5830 -0.78_9 -1,0728 -1.3438 -1.6998
-2.0558
-0.4990 -0.5074 -0.5042 -0.5003 -0._9_ -0,_7_ -0,4789
--0,4704 --0.4690 -0.5624 -0,7653 -1.0479 -1.3153 -1.6713
--2.0273
-0°4704 -0,4810 -0,4789 -0,4763 -0,4724 -0,$678 -0,4621
-0,4564 -0.4484 -0.5419 -0.7437 -1.0231 -1.2867 -1,6427
-1.q987
--0._18 --0._547 "0.4537 --0.4524 --0._504 --0._481 --0.4453
-0._424 -0.4277 -0._213 -0.7221 -0.9982 -1.2582 -1.6141
-1.97Ol
-0.4133 -0.4284 -0.4284 -0,4284 -0._284 -0.4286 -0.4284
-0.4284 -0,4_71 -0.5007 -0.7005 -0.9733 -1.2296 -1.58_6
-1.9416 :,'_:
-0.3947 -0.4021 -0,4031 -0.4044 -0.406_ -0.4087 -0.4116 . _'_
-0.4145 -0.3866 -0,4801 -0.6789 -0,948_ -1.2913 -1._570 _
-1.9130 "_-Jl
-0.3562 -0.3757 -n,3779 -0,380_ -0.3864 -0,389_ -0.3948 _
-0.4005 -0.3657 3.4595 -0.6573 -0.9236 -1.1725 -1_5285 ",',,\_,.
-1.8845 ll;__
-0,3276 70.3_g. -0._5_6 -0.3565 -0.3624 -0.3694 -0._780 ;-_,
-0,3865 -0,3451 0.4_89 -0.6357 -0.8988 -1.1439 -1.4999
-1.8559 _0.2990 -0.3231 -O.3Z7_ -0.3325 -0.34_6 -0.3497 -0.3612
-1.8273-0"3725-0,1244 -0,41._3 -0,6141 -0.8739 -1.115_ -1.4713 _._
-0,2705 -0,2968 -0,3020 -0,3085 -0,3184 -0,3300 -0,3389 _






-0.2705 -0.2744 -0.2692 -0.2626 -0.2528 --0.2_'_2 -0.2363
-0.2866 -0.?0_8 -0.3977 -0. 5925 -0.8491 -1.0868 -1.4428 r,
-1.7988
-0.Z419 -0.2481 -0.2439 -0.2387 -0.2308 -0,2215 -0,2101
lOo198_ "'0e2_1 --003771 --005709 --0, 8_.4_ --[ 0._582 --1,4142
-107702
-0.2134 -0.2218 -0.2186 -0.2(47 -0.2088 -0.2013 -001933
-0.1848 -0.2625 -0.3565 --0.54_3 -0.7993 -I _0297 -1.3857
-1.7417
•-0. 1848 -0.1954 -0. 193:, -0.1907 -0.1858 -0.1822 -0.1765
-0.1708 -0.2418 -0.3359 -0.5277 -0. T7_5 -1.3311 -1.3571
-I,7131
-0.1562 -0.169I -0.1601 -0. i668 -0.1648 -`9.1625 -Oo 1597
-0.1568 -0.2212 -0.3153 -0.5061 -0.7_98 -0.9126 -_ ._2,95
-1.6845
-0.1277 -0. 1428 -0. 142_ -0.1428 -0.14_8 -0.1_28 -0.1428
-0.1428 -0.2005 -0.2947 -0.4845 -0.72_ -0.9443 -1.3000
-1 • 6r)60
-0.0991 -0.1165 -0.1175 -0.1188 -0.1208 -0.12_1 -0.1260
-0. 1289 -0.1799 -0.2742 -0.4629 -0.5999 -0.9154 -1.2714
-1.6274
-9.0706 -0,0901 -0.0923 -0.0949 -0.0988 -0,1936 -0.1092
-0.1149 -0.1592 -0.25_6 -0.4413 -0.6750 -0.8969 -1.2429
-I •5989
-0,0,)20 -0.0638 -0,0670 -0.0709 -0,n768 -0°0838 -0,0924
-0, I009 -0,1386 -0, 23_)0 -0,4197 -0,6502 -0,8533 -1,2143
-I. 5703
-0,0134 -0,0375 -0,0417 -0, 0469 -0,0548 -0,_541 -0,0756
-0,0869 -0.1179 -0,2124 -0.3981 -0,8253 -0._.98 -1o1857
-1.5417
0.0151 -0.0112 -0.0164 -0.0229 -0.0328 -0.0444 -0.0587
-0,0729 -0,0972 -0,1918 -0.3765 -0,6005 --0,8312 -1,1572
-1.5132
S,'AG. SPEEO OF SOUNO _T INLET = 2011.55
ITERATION NO. 1 MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3.068_
ITERATION NO. 2 MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3.058218
ITERATION N3. 3 MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE = 9.349_1S "
"- ITERATION N3. 4 MAX. STRFAMLINE CHANGE = 3.341949
ITERATION Nq. 5 MAX, STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3.3_5614
ITERATION N3, 6 MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3.330236
ITERATION NO. 7 M_X. STPEAMLINE CHANGE ffi 3.325670
IT?RATION NO, 8 WAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE = 5,021794
ITERATION _3. g MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3.01850.t
ITERATION _]. I0 MAX,, STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3.0157,_q
ITERATION N3. II MAX, STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3.313338
• ITERATIO'J NO, 12 MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3,311324
__' ITERATIf_N N3. 13 MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE = _.33961_
ITERATII'}N _3. 14 MAX, STRPAMLINE CHANGE = 3,_0816. _
:_'' ITER^TION N3. 15 MaX, STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3,006931
_f ITERAt"ION N3, 16 M_X, STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3.305885ITERATION NO. 17 MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3.304996 •
+:" _ ITERATION NO 18 MAX. S_REAMI.INE CHANGE = 3.004248
, ITERATION HI, 19 MAX, STRFAMLINE CHANGE = 3._03631
" ITERATION N3. ?0 MAX, STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3.003061
,1_t41 _ ITERATION NO, 21 MAX, STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3,37259SITER IO 3. )2 . I _ 0.007207 "
+,, ITERATION N3. 23 MAX. STREAMLINE CHANGE = 3.301876
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